
TOP QUALITY FILM WITH
ECONOMICAL EXCELLENCE
Coveris Flexibles Austria GmbH is one of the leading producers of
high-quality plastic films in which we offer the agricultural sector 
innovative high-end stretch films for the wrapping of silage bales.

Continuous research & development enables Coveris to manufac-
ture an excellent performing blown stretch film with excellent me-
chanical properties . 

This product is characterised by having more meters per roll allow-
ing a higher amount of bales wrapped from the roll and coupled
with less film changes, lowers the cost to the end user.

BENEFITS
∞  Excellent tear and puncture strength

∞  Reduced costs – more bales per roll

∞  Less roll changes

∞  Less film wastage

∞  Shorter machinery idle time

UNTERLAND
TQ / TQ plus



1650 m

12 months, 110 - 180 kly / year

BENEFITS

EXCELLENT TEAR AND PUNCTURE
PROPERTIES USING A THINNER GAUGE FILM
As the result of a unique production process, our thin 
gauge film has the same tear strength and puncture re-
sistance as your usual 25-micron film.

REDUCED COSTS
More film per roll along with less roll changes and longer
wrapping time help to reduce the costs.

LESS ROLL CHANGES
You can wrap up to 10% more bales with each roll and  the
wrapping process becomes even more efficient.

LESS FILM SCRAP
For the end user, film wastage is reduced by 12% per bale –
that saves you money and is environmentally friendly.

SHORTER MACHINERY IDLE TIME
As a result of the greater run length, the work can be done 
with less interruptions and consequently quicker. As a re-
sult, the machinery has less idle time and can be used
more effectively.

750 mm

30 reels / pallet

2000 m

22 µ 19 µ

12 months, 110 - 180 kly / year
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QUALITY & SERVICE

As an industry leader, Coveris Flexibles Austria GmbH is
focused on quality.

Raw materials and finished products are assessed on an 
ongoing basis in our in-house lab to ensure very high
quality standards.

Every roll core has its own serial number to allow easy 
tracing of problems. Our customer services team are
available to you at any time.

Available at:

AVAILABLE IN 
THE COLOURS:

black whitegreen

Coveris highly recommends 6 layer wrapping for
higher quality silage, less chance of mould and
ultimately have less problems during stacking,
storage and usage. 

Coveris Flexibles Austria GmbH
Kufsteiner Str. 2, A-6336 Langkampfen,
Tel: 0043 5372 601 - 0
kufstein.contact@coveris.com
www.unterland-coveris.at
www.coveris.com
     www.facebook.com/Coveris.Agri
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